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ABSTRACT

Exposure to radon-222 and its progeny in indoor atmosphere

can result in significant inhalation risk to the population par-

ticularly to those living in houses with much higher levels of

Rn. There are three methocies generally uaed for the control of Rn

and its progeny concentration in the indoor environment: (1)

restricting the radon entry, (2) reduction of indoor radon con-

centration by ventilation or by aircleaning and (3) removal of

airborne radon progeny by aersol reduction. Prominent process of

radon entry in most of the residence appears to be trie pressure

driven flow of soil gas through cracks or through other openings

in the basements slab or subfloor. Sealing off these openings or

ventilation of the slab or subfloor spaces are the methods of

reducing the radon entry rate. Indoor radon progeny levels can

also be reduced by decreasing the aerosol load in the dwellings.

The results of a few experiments carried out to study the reduc-

tion in the working level concentration of radon, by decreasing

the aerosol load are discussed in this paper.
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Exposure to Radon--322 (Rn) and i t s progeny in indoor
atmosphere oan result in significant inhalation risk to
the population particularly to those living in homes with
much higher levels of Rn. There are three methods generally
used for the oontrol of Hn and i t s progeny concentration in
the indoor environment: ( l ) restricting the radon entry,
(2) reduotion of indoor Rn concentration by venti lat ion or
by alroleaning and (3) removal of airborne Rn progeny by
aerosol reduotion. Prominent process of Rn entry in most
of the residence appears to be the pressure driven flow of
so i l gas through cracks or through other openings in the
basement slab or subfloor. Sealing these openings or vent i -
la t ion of the slab or subfloor spaces are the methods of
reducing the Rn entry rate. Indoor Rn progeny levels can
also be reduced by decreasing the aerosol load in the
dwellings. The results of a few experiments carried out
to study the reduction In the working level concentration
of Rn by deoreasing the aerosol load are discussed in this
paper.

Introduction

Rn-222 and i t s progeny are universally present in
outdoor air and reaches higher levels in indocr a i r . nigh
concentration of these elements in uranium and other mines
have led to an increase in the incidenoe of lung cancer
among the mine workers (Evans e t a l . , 1981). A substantial
number of cancer cases could be concentrated in a re lat ively



small segment of the population. Unless necessary care

is taken, the estimated Itn related lung cancer incidence

could increase by energy conservation which reduce the

ventilation rate (V.u) substantially.

Rn isotopes, Rn-?22 and Itn-220 are found in the

uranium and thorium series. Radium-226 aixl Radium-224

give rise to the isotopes of lln and are the naturally

occurring elements present in the earth's crust. The

average dose to the lung from Rn-220 has been estimated

to be about 25% of that from Rn-222 progeny, due to i ts

relatively rapid decay (UNSCEAR, 1986). The health risk

associated with Rn, are due to the alpha decay of its short

lived progeny, Po-218 and EJ -̂214. These nuclides are solid

atoms, unlike the Itn gas, and so can adhere to surfaces,

like air borne particles, room walls, and lung tissues.

A number of models have been developed to estimate the

lung dosimetry due to these daughter products. The resul-

ting dosimetric calculations have shown that the alpha

dose from the progeny not uttached to aerosols are nearly

30 times larger than the dose estimates from progeny attaohed

to aerosols (James ct a l . , 1981).

Based on the incidence of lung cancer amcug the uranium

miners, estimates have been made to evaluate the lung cancer

incidences due to lin exposure among the general population.

Exposures to higher Itn increases the risk proportionately.

This is an important health consequence, and efforts has to

be made to reduce or control the excessive exposure to Rn

and i ts progeny and i t deserves greater attention. It is

useful to summarise at this juncture,the dose rate contribu-

tions from natural radiations to appropriate the inorease

in doae received as a result of enhanced concentration in

dwellings or enclosures. Table-1 gives the estimated annual
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dose rate from natural sources in the areas of background
(UNSCEAR, 1982). Table-2 gives the sources of Rn in the
global atmosphere.

Factors affecting indoor l e v e l s : -

Before disoussing the various methods of controlling
or reducing the Rn and i t s progeny concentrations indoors,
i t i s worth while to oxuwine the potential sour coo of lln
in residential environment and note the contributions of
each of the sourcos. The important faotors that have got
influence upon the indoor Hn oonoentraticns are: ( l ) Proper-
t i e s of the building materials and the ground. Here the Hn
exhalation from the building materials or Ihe ground is
dependent on the radium content, density and the porosity
of the material, (b) Building construction. Here the
Indoor Rn concentrations are influenood by the venti lation rate
(V.R.).The V.R. is dependent on the properties of the
building suob as the use of insulating materials, ar t i f i c ia l
venti lation system e t c (c) Meteorologioal parameters. Here
the atmospherio pressure, wind direction and the temperature
i s the most important one and these have influence both on
the Rn exhalation and the venti lat ion, (d) Human a c t i v i t i e s .
Here Rn concentration in indoor air i s strongly dependent on
eaoh other. Figure-1 gives the faotors which are influencing
the Rn concentration in dwellings.

Characterising the sources of Rn indoors requires great
attention to the rate at whioh i t i s being generated
in the souroe material, and f inal ly to the manner in whioh
i t actually enters into the indoor atmosphere* Review
studies made have focoussed attention on the charaoterisa-
t ion of the souroe material themselves, and to a lesser extent
on how Rn moves through or out of the materials (Tanner, 1978;
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Nero, 1984). These investigations have not examined the
entry routes of indoor Rn in deta i l s , even thojigh a lot of
work have been undertaken recently on this problem •
(Nazaroff et a l . , 1981; Bruno, 1983).

Sources of indoor Rn:

Figure-1 gives the sources for Rn in building. Table-3
gives the typical Rn source contribution for a single story
residence building reported in literature (Gessel, 1983;
Nero et a l . , 1084). The main contributions to the indoor
Rn levels ore given below:

a) So i l : - Primary source of Rn in indoor atmosphere is the
s o i l , where i t i s produced by tho radioactive doooy of
Radium, whioh is found in trooc quantities. Soil and rook
have oonoont rut ions of elements in tho U-238 and Th-232
ser ies , whioh vary widely. Estimated average concentrations

- lin so i l due to Uranium and Thorium Beries oro 25 Bq.kg each
(UN8CEAU, 1986). Hn gas, which i s ohomioally inert , i s
then transported through the so i l and into dwellings via
crooks, and other openings in the building material direotly,
i s a possible raeohanism for the Itn transport into tho buildings!

Pressure driven flow of so i l gas, i s also a major
meohaniso for the transport of Un gas' from the soi l into
the house (Nero et a l , , 1984a). Pressure differences
across the building she l l s can rise duo to the wind loading
of the thermally driven staok effect inside the buildings.
This can create a s l ight depressurizatlon related to the
atmospheric pressure near the floor of the building shells
and also can draw Rn bearing soi l gas into the atmosihere*
The dwelling, rather than being simply a passive accumulator
of Rn, has got an notive rolo in creating tho foous which
are responsible for a major Rn entry mechanism.



The rate at which the Rn accumulates in the soil gas and

the mobility of i t in the soil, depends on the physical and

environmental parameters like moisture content of the soil

texture etc. The structure which affects the gas flow also

appears to be an important factor (Akerblom et a l . , 1984).

Craolcs and other openings in the building substructure
through which soil gas flow can oocur , may be due to the
settling of the buildings. Importance of this flow can be
studied by estimating the flow needed fox* the average total
entry rate as given in Table-3 for Rn. At the average soil
gas concentration noted above, if only 0,2$ of the typioal
building material in filteration rate is due to flow through
the soil , then the incoming soil gas entry rate is sufficient
to aocount for the observed indoor Rn levels. The Rn entry
rate could also be much higher, due to either higher soil gas
flow rates or due to higher concentration in soil gas itself
or both. In many cases, the entry rate of Rn bearing gas
appears to be the predominent source of Rn in houses observed
to have higher indoor levels.

b) Building materials:

Building materials are more easily characterised as
indoor Rn source than the soil or rook, which constitutes the
building materials. But the emanation rate of Rn from this
material is too small to cause any elevated indoor Un concen-
tration. Table-4 gives the lln souroo diffusion characteristics
in some building materials (OECD, 1979; UNSCEAR, 1982).

Measurements of emanation rates or ratios for soil and

rock, porformed both in connection with interests in uranium



exploration and for the use of Rn ae an atmospherio tracer,
have been reviewed in detail by Tanner (1964; 1978; 1987).
Ingersoll (1983) have measured the Rn emanation rates for
a number of building arterial . In concrete, the estimated
emanation rate (average) is 7.7 x iO~ Bq.kg" .sec . For
gypsum, it was found to be about 6.3 x 10~ Bq.kg .sec .
Darretto et a l . , (1972) have reported both emanation rate
and ratio in soil and rooks. Several measurements of source
character!sties have also been carried o#t in soil near or
under buildings in which the indoor Un concentrations were
being Investigated.

In oertain locations, materials having high Radium
content have also been used in the building construction
or in the manufacturing of building materials such as th*
lnoorporatlon of uranium mill tailings in building materials.
In some cases, high indoor Rn concentrations were reported
(USDEO, 1979), and in others, particularly when phosphate
slag was utilised, the Hn emanation rates were low, even
though the indoor gamma radiation levels in buildings using
these contaminated materials are higher than the background
itself (Khan et a l . , 1983). Table-5 gives the reported Rn
source characteristics of some building material.

o) Water borne transport:~

Water born transport can be considered as an important
means by which Un enters to the dwelling. Rn concentration
in water have been observed to vary over an order of magni-
tude. Generally the hi ghost concentration in water were
observed in dri l l wells, especially in granite areas and
the lowest in vater from dug veils and surface water. Un
dissolved in water is a potential eouroo of indoor air borne
Rn, although the transfer factor relating to the resulting
concentration in water is about 10 Bq.m" (Nazuroff et a l . ,
1965b).
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Studies of Un transfer from the tap water to indoor
a i r , g i v e s an average per-person water use of 0 .2 to 0.4 in
per day, and a use of weighted transfer e f f i c i e n c y of 0.5 -
0.6 (Gessel e t a l . , 1078) . Thus, for about 4 persona l i v i n g
in a dwelling of a reference volume of 2B0 m , the Rn entry
rate through domestic water supply, having a concentration

5 ° —3
of 10 Bq.ia ° i s expected to be in the range of 7 - 16 Dq.m .
Since the concentration of Rn in water can exceed th i s value
by more than an order of magnitude, water borne transport
can a l s o in some c a s e s , contribute to higher Itn entry rate
into the atmosphere, comparable to the higher rates observed.
Surface water suppl i e s containing Itn at a typica l concentra-
t i o n of nearly 2000 Bq.m or l e s s w i l l not cm tr ibute muoh
to the indoor concentration than a concrete s lab f l o o r .

d) Natural g a s : -

Natural gas containing Rn may a l s o be a source of importantance.
Like ground water, natural gas oan accumulate Rn gas from Radium
content i n the rock s tructures , surrounding the gas formation.
The Iin concentration i n raw gas production wel l s vary from
undeteotable l e v e l s to 50k Bq.m (Unscear, 1982) . I t i s
estimated t i n t at a typical res ident ia l gas use and a i r exchange
r a t e s , oven for unventi latcd gas appl iances , the contr ibut ion

—3of indoor Un from natural gas i s l e s s than 4.Dq.m . Tables 6
and 7 re spec t ive ly g ives the average Radium-226 and Rn l e v e l s
for building mater ia l s , water and natural gas; and the estimated
range of Rn entry r a t e from various sources in typ ica l dwell ing.

Source Control : -

As with the case of a number of indoor p o l l u t a n t s , the
l imi t ing production or the entry rate of a pol lutant i s l e s s
e a s i e r and more oast e f f e c t i v e one than attempting to deal with
the pol lutant i t s e l f once i t has been dispersed i n the indoor
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atmosphere. In some cases, source exclusion i s considered
as the most straight forward approach. The use of water,
with low Radium am Kn concentration for example, may
eliminate the poss ib i l i ty of substantial indoor Rn release
from water. When the Rn source i s s o i l , &orae other control
methods need to be used.

a; iln entry:

The Rn entry points for the pressure driven flow of Rn
bearing so i l gas depends on a number of faotors, l ike tbe
types of house substructures, construction pxaetloe used,
tho ago and the structure Integrity of the house. Typical
substructures in housing normally includes concrete-alab-on-
grade basement (partial or f u l l ) ; crawl-spaoe (usually topped
by a wooden floor) or some combination of these basio designs*
The f i r s t two of these have a similar potential path (entry),
including cracks ox* other penetrations betwoen the conditioned
indoor space and the s o i l . These cracks can result from aging
and set t l ing of the buildings or from a design feature ; l ike
the joints usually found between the foundations and the f loors .
Penetrations for plumbing or electrical connections ure also
possible, often the holes surrounding the pipes or wiring is
not sealed off.

Efforts to evaluate the differences in indoor Rn and
progeny concentrations in houses with various substructure
type have been started only recently. Houses with basement
appears to have the greatest potential for high indoor Rn
levels (Nero, 1984). Higher indoor nn concentrations can
also occur in houses with slab-grade-structure or with a
crawl-rspace (Nazaroff et a l . , 1985b)* The variabi l i ty in
the components of the source term for Rn, like radiun content
and so i l permeability may overwhelm any differences due to
substructure type if any.
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Regarding houses of substructure, ideally the potential

coupling between the house structure and the soil is the largest

for a basement, on the basis of the subsurface area alone. In

many cases, i t is seen that the concrete blocks are generally

used for the basement walls. Transport of soil gases can take

place through the hollow cone of the block. In some houses,

open sumps are the main part of the busement. These sumps

may be linked to a weeping t i l e system, which is designed to

remove the water fro:u beneath the basement floors and walls.

This system can also behave as an effective entry pathway

for soil gas, when i t is not stopped by water (Nazaroff et al . ,

i985a),

Houses built up with crawl-space appears to be less

highly coupled to the sa i l . The degree of coupling depends

on the features of the crawl-space, the number and size of

penetrations between living and the crawl spaces. Many orawl

spaces have open soil floors, by which the Rn entry into indoor

atmosphere is controlled. Studies carried out in the crawl-

space homes in USA, have suggested that about half the Rn

present in the crawl-space entered the home even when the

crawl space is ventilated (Nazaroff et a l . , 1985). When the

orawl-space ventilations are dosed, the Rn concentration in

the crawl space and the living space increases. Houses con-

structed by using slab-on-gvade construction can also have

higher Iln concentrations, while the surface area of the building

soil interface is smaller than a house with a basement. (Scott

et al . , 1983). The coupling between the house and the soil can

s t i l l be substantial. Here, cracks aud penetrations through

the slab floors were, the major sources of indoor Rn entry.

As discussed earlier, water does not appear to be a major

source of indoor Rn. But in those locations where the lln levels

in water is found to be too high, domestic water supply used in
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indoors may be the major source; of indoor Rn. A}1 the weter

used are not equally effective at producing air borne Rn,

since the transfer process betvreen water and air depends on

the degree of aeration of the water and water temperaturo.

Measures to reduce the indoor 8:ir borne Rn concentrations

due to water use, also should include localised ventilation

in the areas vine re hot water us a is high* Changing sources

of water (aeration of the water) before entry into the building,

charcoal filteration of the water or providing a large enough

water storage capacity so that lln conoentration would be reduced

by radioactive decay during the storage time , are also some of

the important factors for reducing the source control of indoor

Rn levels.

Source reduction techniques;

Reduction of Rn entry from the soil into the building

interiors generally involves: a) sealing off the specific

leakage path-ways like cracks, joints or other penetrations,

b) application of a core general surface sealant; and (o) sub-

slab or subfloor ventilation. An important element in these

procedures, is the identification of like.ly entry points for

the soil gas, When the inner surface of the building founda-

tions are finished with floors, or walla, covering materials

as is virtually always the case with slab or grade construc-

tion, identification and access to Rn entry point may be

difficult. The task isill be less complicated for an unfinished

basement . Allthough the effectiveness of finding and sealing

these entry pathways depends on a number of factors. There is a

growing evidence from a variety of remedial projects to indicate

that significant reduction in indoor Rn concentration can be

achieved.

A common entry point is a sump system connected to e

sub-slab drainage system as pointed out earlier. Rn can enter

the building if there is no water trap to isolate the incoming
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drainage lines from the interior of the house. Installation

or rebuilding of the sumps to accomodate a trap has also shown

to be an effeotive method in reducing the major Rn concentra-

tion by a factor of 4 to 5 (DAMAACHES, i960).

Cracks or joints at the floor-wall interface can be sealed

off by using epoxy patched materials or by using flexible

caulking which is then mechanically protected. Penetration

in walls or floors for plumbing or electrical services oan

also bo sealed off in a similar way. Often, a flexible

caulking material is used to aocoinodate the thermal expansion

or the contraction (Nazaroff et al., 1985a; Nero, 1986). But

finding an access to all suoh penetrations can be problematloal

in certain situations. In some cases, it may not be clear

whether oracles or chinks in mortar actually provide a pathway

between the interior of the house and the soil through the

cement wall or floor.

Sealing off the entire surface can be carried out in a

number of ways from brushing on materials to flexible sheets

and rigid barriers. For such sealents to be more effective,

they may also have a very low Rn permeability and be able to

vith-stand the mechanical or chemical degradation

review of the effectiveness of surface barrier is given by

Ketchan (1983). There are only very limited data available

on the performance of these surface techniques, even though

in some cases the average Rn concentration has been reduced

by a factor of 6 (Keith, 1980).

Generally used method of control is to make use of

plastic sheets to oover the open soil floor of a crawl

space. A recent experimental investigation carried out with

this technique for Rn reduction has shown that, such a barrier

have only limited effectiveness possibility due to the pressure
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driven flow of Hn bearing gas around the plastic sheet
(Nazaroff et a l . , 1985a).Inserting a sheet of 250 um
polythene in a 10 cm thick concrete base was found to
reduce the Rn flux into a building by about 40$. By
using a 125 um thick polythene sheet, il was ohserved
that there is n reduction by a factor of 1.5 in the Rn
concentration (Cliff et a l . , 1984).

Substructure ventilation is also considered as an
important technique to reduce the Rn entry into the living
space. General version of tftis is the ventilated crawl
space, which can be used in conjunction with the sealing
off the cracks and the penetrations in the living space
flooring and by the use of a Rn barrier over the open
soil floor. Effeots of reduoing the orawl spaoe ventila-
tions have been examined in a few oases, and i t was found
that the Rn concentration in both tho orawl ventilation Is
blocked completely (Nazaroff ot a l . , 1985a).

Another type of ventilation which has limited applica-

tion is the sub-slab ventilation system whloh can be obtained

by several ways. Use of a fan to draw mere air from an

existing weeping t i le and sunp system and exhaust i t outside

atmosphere has shown to be more effective. Similarly a t i le

and ventilation system could bo installed beneath an existing

floor, to reduce the indoor Ha levels.

A third method, which has been employed by several
countries is to insert and seal the pipe lines through a
penetration medium made in the «lab itself. Use of a small
fan to draw the soil gas from this system produces a slight
de-presaurisatim effect .beneath the slab and inhibits
pressure driven flow of soil gas through the other opening
into the surrounding soils. The. pressure differences

can also help indiluting the Hn concentration in the soil yas
adjaoent to the building. Reduction in tho average lln concen-
tration of more than.90$ have been reported by this method
(Ericson et a l . , 1984).
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Removal of indoor Iln:

In some cases, the source reduction may not be possible.
Several techniques are developed and tried for the control of
indoor Rn. This includes Rn control venti lat ion, Rn daughter
control by f i l t era t ion and reduction of air borne Un daughters
by aerosol control. All these, except Un daughter control by
aerosol reduction have been studied thoroughly by eeveral
investigators (Nazaroff et a l . , 1981a; 1985).

Figure-2 gives the relation between Rn and daughter oon-
ce ntrations with respeot to ventilation rate . In this
figure, calculated concentrations for both Un and daughter

••3 —ii s assumed to be of oonstant source strength of 50 Bq.m hr .
Daughter concentration ourves are based on the assumed oonstant
indoor source rate of 10 particles .cc" .hr~ (from sources
other than tobacoo combustion) and inf i l terat ing out-door air

• •3

with 20,000 partioles.oui and a penetration faotor of 0,5 with
12oigarette smooking, eaoh cigarette giving out 9 x 10 part ic les .

In order to achieve a reduction in indoor Rn concentration,
equivalent to those seen from some of thu source oontrol measures,
by a factor of 5 for example, the ventilation rate has to be
increased by the same factor. A 5 to 10 fold increase in this
factor may be possible it the i n i t i a l air exchange rate i s
substantial. Ficks et a l . , (1983) have shown that most of the
air- to-a ir heat exchanges used in the residential application
will increase the air exchange rate by 0,4 to 0.9 per hour. I t
can also be observed from the above figure that the indoor Un
concentration r ises steeply for venti lation rate below 0.5 per

low
hour. Since i t i s not possible to achieve .this/ventilation rates

on a retrof i t basis, now houses can be constructed
with natural venti lation close to 1.0 per hour. To achieve this
i t is absolutely necessary to provide an additional mechanical
ventilation system and bring down the venti lation rate of the
building upto about 0,5 per hour.
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In cer ta in oases i t a l s o appears that the addit ional
v e n t i l a t i o n provided can r e s u l t i n further deprcssurization
of the building s h a l l , as in Ihe case of on exhaust v e n t i l a -
t i o n . During the measurements carr ied out in Chicago, i t
was observed that the operation of the f iro places had resu l t ed
i n an increase i n the v e n t i l a t i o n ra te , as measured by using
a tracer gas (Nazaroff e t a l . , 1981a). Subsequently the Rn
entry had also increased because the f i r e place use had
resul ted in an addit ional depressurizat ion of the building
s h e l l , which in turn, has increased the leakage of s o i l gas
into the bui ld ing . Studies have a l s o been oarried out by
using r e s i d e n t i a l a i r - t o - a i r heat exchangers, whioh had
provided more balanced v e n t i l a t i o n r a t o . From t h i s i t i s
noticed that there wee no increase in the Rn entry r a t e s
because there was no net increase in the bui lding depressuri-
zat ion with the use of the a i r - t o - a i r heat exohangers, which
supply the incomming a i r mechanically to make up for the
mechanically ven t i l a t ed exhaust a i r (Offerraan et a l , , 1982) .

Iln and i t s daughter concentration reduces as the v e n t i -
l a t i o n rate increases and v i c e - v e r s a . Measurement, carried
out by Porstendorfer e t a l . , (1978) have shown that the
indoor Iln concentration i s greate ly influenced by exhalation
and v e n t i l a t i o n . Compared with Hie outdoor, the indoor con-
centrat ion i s always greater by a factor upto 50 . Figure-3
gives the var ia t ion of exposure t o Rn and i t s progeny in a
room with v e n t i l a t i o n r a t e . If the lln concentration i s 37

—3Bq.m at 1 a ir exchange per hour, then the var iat ion of
exposure to Hn and i t s daughter with v e n t i l a t i o n rate i s

-"3greater than 1.5 where as at a Rn concentration of 370 Bq.m
at 1 a ir exchange, per hour, i t becomes smaller only at a
v e n t i l a t i o n ra te of more than 3 per hour. Studies carried
out by 8tranden et a l . , ( i960) have shown that wind speed
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affects ventilation rate in a dwelling and subsequently
the Rn concentration. A negative correlation between the
two have been obtained.

Surface deposition is also an important parameter in
the reduction of lln decay production in a room. If 'C ' is

ththe airborne concentration of the j nuclide, and tS l is

the surface area available for deposition, then the rate of

removal is 'C^.V S*, where "V' is the deposition velocity

of the uuclide • j ' . Since the airborne radioactivity in a

room with volume 'V is 'C..V1, I ts fractional rate of removal
—i "

id 'V. SV ' , assuming always that i t wil l be mixed with the
room a i r . An estimation of the deposition velocity far the
free ( V f ) and attached (V_a) deoay products can be obtained
by using the experimental results of the studies on aerosols
deposition in a turbulent atmosphere.

The absorption of lln, by activated charooal i s a well
known phenomenon and i t s use in oleaning the miner's atmosphere
of Rn gas has beer, suggested by many investigators
(Hopke e t a l . , 1984). Activated charooal has been suggested for
indoor Rn removal even though i t s use has been made only on a
limited scale. In the recent experiments carried out by
Nitschke e t a l . , (1964), operation of an aotivated charcoal
f i I terat ion unit has produced negligible effect of indoor Rn
lovols.

Rn progeny control:

lln progeny, the radioactive decay products of Hn, is the
main, source of the radiological risk of exposure to Rn. Since
these elements are solid atoms, unlike their parent, they attach
to the surfaces like air-borne par t ic les , room surfaces or lung tissue
vitoen inaaLeoiA commonly used method of parometering the airborne
concentration of the Hn progeny with respect to their alpha
decay is the potential clpha energy concentration, which is
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given in working level units (ifL). One VL is defined as any
combination of Un and i ts (laughters in equilibrium in one
l i ter of air such that the ultimate decay to Pb-2iO will
result in an emission of 1.3 x 10 MeV of alpha energy.

Another useful concept is the equilibrium factor, F,
a measure of the degree of the equilibrium, estimated between
Itn and i t s docay products. If the Itn progeny concentrations
were those established by the secular equilibrium, F will be
unity. Since the lln progony arc highly mobile and can attach
to roooi surfaces, the airborne concentrations are typically
lower than the expeoted one from the Seoular equilibrium.
Figure-4 gives the schematic diagram of the removal proooss.
Rn has got two removal process, the ventilation and the radio-
aotive decoy. Kn progeny removal oan ooour in four ways:
vcntilation t a ir oloaning, deposition on surfaooe, mid doooy,
They oan also attaoli to the surfaoe of indoor air borne
partiolee, whioh oan be removod by the proooss of ventilation,
deposition and oleuning of air.

The rate of attachment of tho progony to partlolos,
whioh is assumed tr. be independent of the chemical nature of
the progeny, also dop ends on the particle concentration and
the size distribution of Lho aerosols. The moan attachment
rate coefficient is estimated to be about 5,3 x 10 cm /hr
for particles normally found in indoor air. Figure-5 gives
the Kn daughter sizo distx'ibution of a aerosols indoors and
outdoors.

Kn daughter control by partiole reduction:-

The concentration of air borne pnrticlos is an important
determinant factor of the indoor Hn progeny concentration,
ttemoval of particles by air oleaning proooss (operation of
electrostatic or meclmnioal filterotion system) has two
genernl effeots on air borne llu concentrations. First , air
olennlng oan remove the Hn progeny dlreotly either those
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attached to air borne partioles which are captured by the

air oleanning system or the unattached Rn progeny which are

also trapped by the sir cleaning devices. Second, air

cleaning also contributes to the reduction of Rn progeny

concentration by reducing the particle concentrations so

that the deposition of the unattached progeny on indoor

surfaces becomes a predominent removal mechanism.

There are a number of air-cleaning devices available
oomaeroially, including the portable unducted devices whioh
can be used for one or two room houses and devices which are
installed by a for cod-air air-conditioned systems. Two broad
categories of air cleaning systems are available commercially
viz. , Tho mechanical fan - f i l ter a in which tho imp not ion,
sedimentation or the diffunion oro the major pertiole removal
mechanisms; And tho olootrostatio fil tors whioh rely on the
slectrostatio foroes between tho partioles and the oolleoting
surfaces. The effeot of air oleaner operations oan also be
paraineterlsed into two ways viz: the effective cleaning rate
(ECU) and the cleaning system efficiency (CSIi).

ECU is the net particle removal rato which is determined
as the difference in particle concentration decay rate as
observed in a room with and without the air cleaning devices
operating, multiplied by the room volume. Thus, ECR is the
effective flow of the particle-free air into the room \rhich
would produce the observed reduction in particle concentration.
The system efficiency is the ECR divided by the air flow rate
through the device itself. Figure-6 gives the relation between
equilibrium factor and particle concentration. It is seen from
the figure that tho equilibrium factor deorcases as the particle
concentration decreases. Figure-7 gives the inferred value for
the unattached fraction of RaA(P0-218), RaB(Pb-2i4) and RaC(Bi-
214) as a function of particle concentration.
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Rn progeny helps in a complex understanding of the

situation, since the progeny arises from the radioactive

decay of Rn and because indoor concentration are determined.,

in part, by deposition on the surfaces and interaction with

the airborne particles. Air circulation has also been

suggested as a control measure for the indoor progeny concen-

tration and a number of investigators have reported observing

a reduction in the progeny concentration with inoreased air

circulation (itednick et al., 1983). Recent experimental

evidenoes have also suggested that the critical parameter

in the effectiveness of air circulation in reduoing the

progeny concentration is the best for reducing the indoor

oonoentrations. At high par tide levels, above 40000

particles/cm , no measurable decrease in the potential alpha

energy concentration was observed with increased air oiroula-

tion and no reduotion in particle concentrations for particles

leas than 3 um size was also seen. From this it appears that

as the particle concentration decreases, air circulation will

have an effect on the. potential alpha energy concentration.

Recently the authors have carried out some experiments

for the Rn daughter control by aerosol reduction method. As we

have seen earlier, the radiation levels in a dwelling are essen-

tially due to Rn and its decay products. Rn gas entering into

an indoor environment gets concentrated as a result of poor

ventilation caused by artificial air circulation.

Pigure-8 gives the variation of measured working level

concentration against Aerosol concentration. In this experi-

ment which was carried out in a room first the air-filter

sample is taken. Then the NaCl aerosol is generated into

the room and after a delay of one hour another air filter

sample waa taken. Each of the filter paper samples were followed
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for their decay and the gross alpha counts were analysed for

the l'o-218, Pb-214, Bi-214 and Rn. The experiments were

repeated for different particle concentrations and the

results obtained are graphically given in the above figure.

Here, from the measured working level concentration and the

Iln concentration, the working level ratio (WLU) are plotted

against the actual aerosol concentration measured. Normali-

sation is done since it has been observed that the iln concen-

tration varies during the day in the room. It is also not

possible to do the experiment keeping the Un concentration

constant. It has boon observed that by way of controlling

the aerosol particles in the room, the potential alpha energy

exposure can also be controlled.

Summary and Conclusion:

for control of Un and progeny concentration have

been reviewed and can be classified as source reduction, Rn

removal and progeny removal. There are a number of potential

sources of indoor Jin, including soil , potable water and build-

ing materials. In most of the cases i t appears that the flow

of Rn bearing soil gas into the houses, driven by a slight

negative pressure differential aoross the buildinR shell is

a major source of indoor Iln which can account for the elevated

Un concentration which is observed in some houses.

There are a number of Un source control techniques. Their

effectiveness of the method depends on the characteristics of

the house substructure and the details of the specified appli-

cation. The results of such remedial measures have varied and

the data base from which to generalise is very small, nearly

5 to 10 fold reduction in Iln concentration have been reported

in literature.
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In sorae cases where source reduction is not practical,

concentration reduction measures like ventilation, air cleaning

and particle reduction by aerosol reduction technique can be

used. If large changes in the ventilation is made, no signi-

ficant increase is possible, if the initial air exchange rate

is in the range of 0.8 to 1.2 hour range. In many cases, the

reduction in the indoor Rn or progeny concentrations by a

factor of 2 to 3 are possible through inoreased ventilation,

although unbalanced exhaust ventilation procedures which leads

to additional deprossurisation of the building shell and are

not likely to produoe any expected reduction in Rn, oonoentra-

tion due to coupline between the additional air exchange and

infilteration of soil gas containing lln.

In very tight houses with natural ventilation rates about

0.1 to 0.2 per hour, additional mechanical ventilation as might

be produced by as air-to-air heat exchanger, can also be used

to increase the indoor ventilation rate o£ the structure about

0.5 per hour with a minimum. The progeny concentration reduc-

tion can also be achieved by air cleaning, which removes the

progeny by filteration of the unattached or attached air borne

Rn progeny and also by reducing the particle concentrations,

thereby increasing the progeny deposition rate on the indoor

surface.

The potential uti l i ty of various typos of controls follows

the order of importance of the several factors which affect the

indoor radon concentration viz: source strength or entry rate,

ventilation rate and the behaviour of Ihe progeny in the indoor

environment. It is found based on a wide range of measurements

and experiments that, the primary determinant of whether or not

a house has high Rn concentration is the Rn entry rate and that

a some what less important factor in the ventilation rate. Detailed

behaviour of the Rn deoay products including their removal by
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ventilation system or interactions with the walls and other

surfaces of the indoor environment has a relatively small

effect on the exposure.

The above types of control techniques have roughly

the same order of effectiveness. Firstly because the Hn

entry rate is the major determinant of indoor concentration,

the important point one has to ctnsider for controlling

excess levels is to reduce the entry rate itself. Recently

i t has been observed that the major uiechauism for Itn entry

is the movement of air from the ground into house, driven

by small pressure difference between the indoor and outdoor

air. The corresponding technique for reducing radon entry

rate substantially is • to modify .' this pressure varia-

tion by using looal ventilation technique.

Increasing the tentilation rate is not a very effeotive

method for reducing the indoor radon concentration substantially.

The specialised ventilation techniques whioh depressurise the

soil below the basement or even the active ventilation of a

substructure volume such as a crawl space or basement, are

much more effective at reducing indoor radon oonoentration.

Table-8 givos the reported control methods and their effects.

Table-9 gives the recommended limits on En in dwelling. Finally

one should consider the potential util i ty of air cleaning

techniques based on filteration, electrostatic precipitator,

or by other means to remove the particles and Un decay products

from the a i r . One way, this can be considered as an effeotive

one because with some devices the total decay product concen-

tration can be reduced substantially.

Besides from the issue of a specific control measure

themselves, it is also very essential to develop a complete

layout of the effectiveness of the control techniques in

various circumstances and to develop a decision frame work for
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choosing which measures to use depending on the circumstances
at ones hand. This need applies to the understanding of the
entire question of a control strategy for control of radon
and i ts progeny concentration in an indoor atmosphere. The
control strategy as a whole i s effectively a three dimensional
decision frame work.with objectives and quantitative guidelines
being one side, means for identifying areas and individual types
being the other side, and the choice and timing of remedial
action being the third. These three points interact with each
other and will together be answering tho questions either
globally or Individual cases ubout whether something should
be d o ne .

It io also very oluur that while an undorotumling of the
offioieuoy of vurious lln aitd progeny control we tho do art) coming
now, substantial work remains In developing; moro general, simple
and systematic souroo control teclmi«luoe. Since a large number
of homes appears to exceed tho guide lino levels for indoor lln
concentrations, general Indication of the potential for higher
indoor Rn oonoontralions need to be identified and investigated
in orddr to looate poogruphioal areas whore either remedial or
preventive control Methods might bo required.

In India indoor lln and i t s progeny measurement are being
carried out to identify areas with high indoor lovels. About
600 dwellings in cities and towns located in about 24 States
have been surveyed. The measurements are continuing since i t
is necessary to survey largo number of homes for a large country
like India. The studies of the control measures made in this
paper will be then useful for working out procedures to bring
down high levels of Hn that tuny be encountered in same of 1he
dwellings.
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Table 1. Estimated annual effective dose equivalent from

natural sources in areas of normal background.

Sources
Annual Effective dose equivalent

-i
'nSv.yr

A.

B.

Cosmio rays

Ionizing component

Neutron component

Cosmogenie nuclides

Primordial nuclides

Potassium-40

Rubidium-87

Uranium Series

Thorium Series

Total

External
irradia-
tion

0.2S

0.02

-

0.12

-

0,09

0.14

0.65

Internal
irradiation

•M

-

0.015

0.18

0.006

0.95

0.19

1.33

Total,

0.28

0.02

0,015

0.30

0.006

1.04

0.33

2.0



Table 2 : Sources of global atmospheric Rn (Bq/yr)

Emanation from soil

Ground water

Emanation from ocean

Phosphate residue

Uranium tailing piles

Coal residues

Natural gas

Coal combustion

Human exhalation

7 . 4

1 .9

l . i

1 .1

7 . 4

7 . 4

3 . 7

3 . 3
t

3.7

JC

X

X

X

X

X

X.

X

X

101 9

iO19

1018

1017

1016

101 4

101 4

101 3

101 1
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Table 3: Typical lln source concentration for a siugle-
story residence

Average source
Souroe strength

Outdoor a i r 10.0

Potable water i.O

Conorete floor 2.3

Soil diffusion through floor 1.3

Uncovered soil 32.0
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Table 4 : Diffusion characteristics of some building materials

Material

Bulk
diff.
coeff.

Interstitial Diffusion
difi.coeff. length

^ (lO~Vso<f*)

Porosity
(E)

Heavy oonorote

Light weight
oonorete

Red Urioli

Conor©to

Alum-shale

Ordinary oonorete

Conorete

Brick

Light weight
expanded clay
aggregate

Concrete

Concrete

0.13

0.2

-

-

1

0

3

4

.16

.34

. 6

.7

0.26

0.15

/V 0*1

0.074

0.04

0.13

0.15

-

-

0 .

0 .

-

265

45

6.4

3.3

0.0

0.20

0.126

0.169

0.068

0.32



Table 5: Hn source characteristics of building materials

Country

Denmark

• .

Hungary

Norway

Poland

USA

USSR

M a t e r i a l

Concrete

alumshale

bricks

iypsuin board

concrete

red brick

concrete

brio lea

fly-ash

slag

phosphorite

red briok

concrete

red brick

gypsum

Heavy o'uncrete

red brick

Ha-226
(Dq.kg"1)

-

-

-

-

13

53

28

63 .

96

G7

705

18

9.32

45

12

66

50

Emanation rate ej Rw
(iO^Bq.kg^s"1)

0.47

44.0

0.017

0.023

0.78

0.30

-

—

-

-

—

-

0.43 - 1.3

0.10

0.63

0.32

0.16
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Table 6: Levels of Ua.ana Rn in building materials

Material

Soil

Brioks

Cement

Plaster board

Aerated oonorete

Slag (aggregate)

Fly-ash

Avg.Ra

(Bq.kg*1)

25.0

70.3

33.0

27.0

085.0

iiC.O

150.0

Material

Clinker

Sedimentary rook

Phesphogypauin

Tiles

Wood

Igneous rock

Water

Avg. Ra

(Bq.kg"1)

06.0

29.5

178.0

78.0

0.4

23.5

10.0 k.Eq/m"
of radon-222

Natural gas 0.03-3.0 kBq.cT3of ttn



Table 7. Estimated range of the Iln entry x-ates from

various sources in typical dwelling.

Source

Specific entry rate Indoor concentration

(Bq.iu"3)*

Estimated
moan Range Estimated

mean
Range

Building materials

Brick or oonorete 2-20 1 -, 50
House

Wooden houses 1 0.05-1

3 - 3 0 0.7 - 100

0.03-8

Soil i-40 0.5-200 2 - 6 0 0.5-500

Outdoor air 2-5 0.3-15 3 - 7 1-10

Other sources

(water,natural gas) 0.1 O.Ol-(lO) 0.1 0.01 - (10)

All sources C-GO 2 - 200 10-1000 2 - 500

mean mean ventilation rate of 0*7 h

(normal range 0.3 - 1.5 h" ).

-1
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Table 8 : Evaluation of oontrol methods

method
conditions for application and
# of reduction in oonoentratioa

a) Increased ventilation Air circulation system

33% reduction

b) Inoreased air oiroulation one ceiling fan from 3 fans in

the basement 43$ reduction

o) Partiole removal one ESP/room, 3 In the basement

23$ reduction. One unipolar

ion generator/room. 3 In the

basement, plate out 20$

reduction

d) Surface sealants

c) Application of Aluminium

foil on the balls

Epoxi resin paint for floors

and walls. Plastic wall paper

on walls. 37$ reduction.

Aerated concrete walls 50%

reduction in the radon .entry

rate.



Table 9 : Recommended Limits on Itn and decay products

concentration buildings.

Organisation Existing buildings Future buildings

ICRP 200 Bq.nf3(0.055 VL)

(higher for severe

aotion)

iOO Bq.m"3

(0.27 WL)

NCflP -3i85 Bq.m*"J(0.055 WLa>

400 Bq.m"3(0.ii WLb)

(iOO Bq.m if simple
measures)

100 Bq.m
(0.27 WL)

EPA 190 Bq.m-3

(a) Recommended limit is 340 WL.h.y" yr~ equivalent to

0.05 VL for 80$ occupancy.

(b) Remedial action to be carried out before added exposure

exceeds 2000 Bq.m~3.y (27 WLM).
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